People adore dolphins.
This is because dolphins are
very clever and beautiful.

Dolphins have a very
interesting life!

Dolphins look friendly
because it seems like they're
always smiling, even when
they're unhappy sometimes.

Kiki was born in a warm faraway sea.
He didn't know then about the
adventures that lay ahead...

Dolphins aren't ﬁsh. They're mammals just like us.
Mother dolphins nurse their young ones and don't
leave them until they grow older. Adult dolphins teach
the young ones everything they know. Dolphins, just
like people, also give their newborn dolphins names.

Kiki's mother was so kind and caring. Her friends
and family helped them hunt and protected them
from any danger. Kiki's relatives and older family
members taught him how to catch sh and nd
something to eat at the bottom of the sea.

Kiki met many friends. They played together
and hunted for sh to eat. Once they even
saw sleeping whales!
Kiki wanted to take a closer look at them.
“Stop! You'll wake them up! Look at them,
they're really huge!” said Kiki's friends,
“You're so curious, Kiki...”
But the whales turned out
to be very kind and they
only whispered, “Hush,
little ones, hush…”

Dolphins eat ﬁsh and squid and often hunt in
groups. They can even understand other animals,
for example, whales.

Kiki's big family soon set off
to travel around the ocean.
They swam and sometimes dived
very deep to catch sh.
This is how Kiki found out
that there were many beautiful
and amazing creatures living
in the ocean.

Dolphins swim very fast and dive very deeply! They
breathe air just like us. That's why they have to go to
the surface to breathe. But they can hold their breath
for a very long time.

Close to the shore where the
most beautiful corals and
colourful sh were, Kiki's older
brother got tangled in some
shermen's nets and was trapped.

Kiki's brother hurt his ns
and couldn't swim anymore.
Older dolphins helped him reach the
surface to breathe, and they fed him
until he was better.

Dolphins help each other in dangerous situations.
Sometimes they even save people who get into trouble in
the sea.

One day something terrible happened.
Kiki and his friends got trapped in
some nets that appeared out of
nowhere.
They fought desperately to escape,
but the tricky people who caught
them put them in an enclosure.
Kiki was very sad as he looked
out toward the ocean that he
couldn't reach.

Most people like dolphins, but some of them don't
care about their well-being. There are people who
catch dolphins for money and sell them to
dolphinariums.

At sunset, a boy approached the water.
Curious Kiki swam up to him and gazed
at him because he had never seen such
a small person.

The boy said to Kiki,
“They want to send you to
the dolphinarium, I've
seen dolphins
there!”

“People think dolphins are happy
to perform, but I saw that this wasn't
true. They were very unhappy in captivity.”

It may seem to us that dolphins like to perform in
dolphinariums, but that isn't true! They're kept in
captivity and are very often treated badly. They're
forced to do tricks before they get food and
sometimes they even get injured.

The boy cut open the nets and set
the dolphins free. They were playing
and jumping in the ocean very happily,
and whistling and clicking to the boy.
The dolphins were thanking him.
The boy was the son of a sherman,
and of course he knew the grown-ups
wouldn't like what he had done.

This boy isn't the only one. Many people want to stop
the cruel treatment of dolphins, just as he did. There are
teams of scientists who help dolphins return to the sea
when they get lost and get stranded on a beach. There
are international organizations that teach people around
the world to save dolphins. In some countries, there are
laws protecting their rights.

“What have you done?”
the boy's father asked.

“Papa, I don't care if I'm punished! I couldn't
do it any other way! What you do is so cruel!
They must live in the ocean, their home...”
Although the boy was no longer a child, he began
to cry. His father felt sorry for him and he understood
him. He asked the other shermen to forgive his son,
and they left for the village.

Not all people who harm dolphins are bad. Some of them
just don't understand how cruel their actions are; they
don't realize that dolphins think and feel like we do.
If we ﬁnd a way to explain this to them, these people can
change their behaviour.

When Kiki nally returned to his mother,
he didn't want to leave her side even
for a single minute. But after some time he
began to swim further away and play with
his friends.

“People, like dolphins, can sometimes
do cruel things, and sometimes do good
things. ” This is how Kiki's mother answered him.

One day Kiki asked his mother, “Mummy, what
are people like? Are they bad like the ones who
caught me? Or are they kind, maybe?
Like the boy who set me free, he's a person too…”

Nowadays, most people treat dolphins with respect and
care. The best way to watch them is in the ocean, their
home. It's very interesting to study dolphins; their habitats,
their everyday life, and the way they communicate with each
other and with other living creatures. Dolphins and people
are so alike! And we have many things to learn from them.
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